
Hon Albert Jacob MLA 
Minister for Environment; Heritage 

Our Reference: 382/13 

Messrs Vince Puccio & Merv McDonald 
Community Alliance for Positive Solutions Inc 
PO Box 69 
Y A R L O O P W A 6 2 1 8 

Dear Sirs 

APPEAL IN OBJECTION TO THE CONDITIONS OF LICENCE L6217/1983/15 -
WAGERUP ALUMINA REFINERY, ALCOA OF AUSTRALIA LTD 

I refer to your appeal objecting to the conditions of Licence L6217/1983/15 issued by 
the Department of Environment Regulation (DER) to Alcoa of Australia Ltd 
(proponent) for the Wagerup Alumina Refinery. Thirty eight other appeals were also 
received. 

Pursuant to section 106(1)(a) of the Environmental Protection Act 1986 (the Act), I 
have obtained a report from the DER on the matters raised in the appeals. The 
Appeals Convenor has investigated the appeals, which included obtaining advice 
from the proponent, Alcoa of Australia Ltd and consideration of the DER's advice. A 
copy of the Appeals Convenor's report is enclosed for your infonnation, which sets 
out the background and other matters relevant to the appeals. 

I note that the appeals raised three broad areas of concern relating to emission 
sources and modelling; air quality and health; and reporting and record keeping. 

With regard to emission sources and modelling, I understand that the cun-ent licence 
is comprehensive in regulating the key sources of emissions and discharges from 
the Refinery. I note that while not ail emission and discharge points for premises 
licensed under Part V of the Environmental Protection Act 1986 (the E P Act), 
including the Refinery, will have specific regulatory conditions, no emission points 
should be considered to be unlicensed. 

I am advised that odour and volatile organic compounds (VOC) monitoring and 
modelling, in particular V O C emissions, are being progressed by the proponent, 
through the implementation of a V O C and Odour Monitoring and Modelling Plan 
(VOC and Odour MMP). I note that the V O C and Odour MMP will provide an up to 
date understanding of site-wide V O C and odour emissions to reflect site changes 
since 2008 and will lead to the revision and review of the 2008 Wagerup Air 
Emissions Inventory. The results of the V O C and Odour MMP will be available on 
the proponent's website when completed. 
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I am further advised that the proponent is continuing to implement earlier 
recommendations from the CSIRO 2004 Wagerup Air Quality Review which are 
aimed to gain a greater understanding of the air quality surrounding the Refinery. 

I note the concerns relating to the implementation of the recommendations of the 
report published by the former Department of Environment and Conservation, 
"Winter 2006 Study: Intensive Air Quality Investigations at Wagerup' (Winter 
Study)". The recommendations of this report generally relate to odour sources 
and an odour emissions inventory, a weather monitoring network and complaints 
management processes. In this regard, I am advised that the proponent has 
completed a 2014-2015 Environment Improvement Plan (EIP), in consultation 
with the Stakeholder Reference Group, which includes representatives from the 
DER, local government and community members. I am advised that the 
recommendations of the Winter Study are being progressed through the EIP and 
also through the V O C and Odour MMP. I also note the DER's advice that the 
proponent is continuing to undertake investigations into the local meteorological 
and dispersion processes in a timely manner. 

In respect to the foregoing, it is open to the DER to request further particulars as 
part of these review processes. The DER has also advised that it will consider the 
need for additional requirements to the licence upon its review of the proponent's 
investigation outcomes and that it is open to the DER to amend the conditions of 
the licence if required, under section 59(2) of the EP Act. 

In respect to the grounds relating to health risks associated with emissions and 
the need for a health study, I refer you to the advice contained in the Appeals 
Convenor's report. The Refinery has been subject to a number of air quality 
investigations which are being presented as part of the CSIRO 
Recommendations. I also note that within the V O C and Odour MMP currently 
being implemented, an updated V O C model will be assessed against the 
Wagerup Health Risk Assessment (HRA). I understand that if there are any 
significant differences, the HRA will be revised and the results provided to the 
DER. 

In respect to concerns regarding reporting and record keeping under conditions 
G4(a) to (c), and specifically the requirement under condition G4(a)(ii) to record 
whether the complainant had moved to the area before or after July 2002, I note 
the DER's advice that there had been significant changes to the Refinery since 
2002 and that, given the passage of time, there is little ongoing value in the 
collection of the information required by this condition. 

Taking the above infonnation into account, I agree that condition G4(a)(ii) should 
be deleted from Licence L6217/1983/15 and I have written to the DER in this 
regard. 
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In considering the advice provided to me, I am satisfied that the remaining 
conditions applied to the licence by the DER are appropriate. 1 note however that 
there are a number of studies and reviews currently being undertaken and that, 
upon review of the results, it is open to the DER to amend the conditions of 
licence in the future if found to be necessary. I have therefore othenwise 
dismissed the appeals. 

I note that a number of other matters were also raised which are outside of the 
scope of appeals against conditions of a licence. I refer you to the Appeals 
Convenor's report which contains advice on these matters. 

Thank you for your bringing your concerns to my attention. 

Yours sincerely 
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Appeal suminary 

This report conMms appeate In objedidn to the condftions applying to a ticence Issued for 
Alcoa's Wagen^ Akimkia R ^ n ^ (the Reftnery), kxak&i awth-east of Perth. 

Appellants r a ^ d concerns In relation to eniJsslons sources arKi modetll«g mier the 
licence; a*r quattty and health; and reporting and record keeping. 

Tlie Appeals Convenor noted that: 
• the Departn^ent of Environnrjent Regulation (£«R) mnslders the current llc«Ke to 

be comprehensive in regulating the key source of emissions and discharges from 
Jttie Refinery and that, while not all emlsston and discharge points for any prentlsras 
licensed under Part V of the Environmental Protection Act 1986 (the EP Act), 
Includir^ the Refinery, will have specific regulatory conditions, no emission points 
should be cor^dered unlicensed; 

• both the proponent and tt»e D01 advised that odour and VotetWe organic 
compwrefe (VOC) monitoring and modettkig to accurately r^ect aarrent 
operations, in particular VOC^emlssions, are being progressed. Induing a re\«sion 
and review of the 2008 Wagerup Air Emissions Inventory through the 

'*npten}errtatlon of the VOC and Odour Monitoring and Modelllr»i (VOC and 
Odour f#«» ) ; and 

• a 2014-2015 Envlronnjent Imp^vement Plan has befen Gwi^teted by t4*e 
prt^jof^t In consultatl<m with the StakdioWer R^erence Group, whldi ^dwites 
representath/es from the DER, local government md community m^ntiers. 

The Appeals Cmv&^ agreed w M the D S l that, overatt, tte prop»»ent is taptem^itii^ 
various measure to update ami m « f ^ emls^ns from ti)e R^rtery u r t ^ ^ VOC ami 
Odour MMP, as wdA as Imf^ementlng earlier recommendattoris by the CSIRO 2004 
Wagerup Mr Quattty Review. The DER advised ttet it will a>nskter the need for additional 
requlrentente to the M:@K:e upcm review of tt»e prê >onent̂ s Inves^atlon outconr«s. It te 
also noted that It fe open to t*»e DER to re<|uest forUwr particulars as part of this review 
process, and that the DER has ti^ ablMty to antend &m conditior^ of the licence utxier 
sertkm 59(2) (rf«»eEP Act. 

In respect to awtcerrts regarding reporting and record k^j^og urnler corx^^ns G4(a> to 
(c), and spec i f ic^ the requirement under condition G4(a)(li) to record whettier the 
complainant had moved to the area before or after July 2002, the Appeals Convenor noted 
the DER advk£ that there had been significant changes to the Refinery since 2002 and 
that, given t̂ ie passage of time, there is Itttle ongolr^ value In the coHectlon of this 
IrtformatkMi. 

Recommetil 

Taking into account all of the iriformatibn presented in respect to this appeal,' tfi 
i Appeals Convenor recommends that: 
! • the Minister allows the appeal to the extent that condition G4(a)(ii) is removed fror 

the licence; and 

the appeals are otherwise dismissed. 



A«ieafci«atestCoB«BoBSofLlcenceAH)rwrtL6217?1983«5 . . . 1,̂ ,̂ ^ ^ p e ^ e ^ n m r ' s i ^ ^ 
AteoadA^raiaLkl Decanber 2014 

INTRODUCTION 

Thirty nine ^jpeals were lodged in objedion to tiie conditions %cence L6217/1983/15 
granted by me Department of Environment Regulafion (DER) to Alcoa of Australia Ltd 
(Alcoa/proponent) in relation to the VVf^erup Aliimina Refinery t R e f " ^ ) - Je*>^fnts^ 
BstedmAfH3e»Kfix1. 

This report provides the Appesrfs Convenor's recommendsrtjons to tte MkMster for 
Envlfoiin^ent in respect to the appeals, and is given under section 109(3) of the Enveronmentai 
Protection mm(EPA<i). ..... , „ 

BAGKGROWIO 

Alcoa operates an alumina r^nery in Wiflowdale Road, Shire of Waroona, shown at Figure 1. 

Figure 1 - L<K»ittoti of prt̂ JdSiai 

(source: whereis.com) 

The Refinery was estaWished under the Alumina Refktery (Wagerup) A^emerA arKi Ads, 
Amendment Acf f978 (State Agreemerd) and is dassKred as jresaibed premises iHider 
Category 46 (Bauxite refining); Category 52 (Electric power generation); Category 64 (Class R 
or HI putresdble landfill site); and Cat^ory 67 (Fuel burning) of the Envronmentat Pn^ecticn 
Reguiations 1987 (EP Relations). It has historically been subject to a n w i ^ of wrarl^ 
aj:^overfs and Hcencies under Part V <rf the EP Act. 

Licence IJ6217/198^16, the subject «rf these af^)eals, was issued % ^lER m 7 Ncwemto 
2013 fw a two year duration. K is understood that the licence mdudes a nwrtw cH d ^ r ^ s m 
resp<mse to consiMatlon with Alcoa and the community. These dianges indude ccMxIttkms to 
r^iiate, manage arni montlw emissions from tt^ oxalate kiin as completion of works ar«i 
cwi^ssioraf^ had oo^jn'ed « acctMndance v i ^ « ^ 



Appeals against Conditions of Licence Approval L6217/1983/15 
Alcoa of Australia Ud 

- i ; • ^peais Convenor's Report 
December 2014 

Several previous works approvals and licences have been subject to appeals which raised 
similar grounds to some of those contained in this report. Where relevant, the previous 
appeal reports are referenced for further information. The Appeals Convenor's reports are 
publicly available from the Office of the Appeals Convenor's website.^ 

The State Agreement allows the expansion of the Refinery, subject to the State's approval. 
The proposal to expand the Refinery by up to 4.7 million tonnes per annum (Mtpa), :known as 
the Alcoa Refinery Wagerup Unit (Wagerup 3), was conditionally approved by Government In 
September 2006 by Ministerial Statement 728. J h ^ proponent hasadyisedlhat.the proposed 
expansion is on hpld at thjs time, Th^ proppnent is not required to comply:wjth^ 
Statement 728 until the expansion proposal commences. . vV' . 

It should be noted that the expansion proposal Is not ah element of Licence L6217/1983/15. 
and therefore any reference in this report to the expansion proposal. Ministerial Statement. 
728 and the 42 conditions contained in the Statement Is provided for clarification only. 

APPEAL PROCESS ' \o URH.-.C-\sta?-^iu^rtwn^.^ 

The investigation included obtafn̂ ^ a report from tfie DER 6n the matteris raised in tlie 
appeals under section 106. of the EP Act. Representatives from the Office of the Appeals. 
Convenor met with some appellants, the DER and the proponent.̂  The proponent was also 
provided with an opportunity to respond to the appeals. 

The environmental appeals process is a merits based, process. Appeal rights in relation to a 
licence are noi-maliy against the specifications of a licence, that is, whether the conditions of 
the licence are adequate or appropriate to minimise, manage or abate pollution and to ensure 
that premises are operated in an environmentally acceptable manner, 

Consistency of the conditions with any conditions set under Part IV of the EP Act and 
previous Ministerial appeardeterm are.also relevant, subject to new infonnation or 
evidenge being presented not fjrev̂ ^̂  . ^ > V-if>-

OUTCOMES SOUGHT BY APPELLANTS f " ,^' 

The appellants requested that the conditions of the licence be amended to address the 
concerns detailed below. " '̂ - ." ' J ^ ' ^ 

GROUNDS OF APPEAL 

Issues raised in the appeals can be broadly summarised into the following grounds: . - . j i ' -A 

1. emission sources and modelling; " '^i""-

2. air quality and health; and "'"^ ' ' " r .-rx.̂ f-vi w , •> 

3. reporting and record keeping. . 

Other issues were raised that are not considered to be appeal grounds in the context of this 
investigation are discussed under 'Other Matters'. 

^ www.appeatsconvenor.wa.gov.au. 
Of the 39 appeals lodged, 36 were pro forma, raising Identical grounds of appeal. As such, nteetlngs were 

sciieduted witli appellants wiio provided substantial grounds of appeal. This included a meeting witli the 
comniunity group which prepared the pro fo/ma appeal. 
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Appeals against Conditions of Licence Approval L6217/1983/15 
Alcoa of Australia Ltd 

Appeals Convenor's Report 
December 2014 

GROUND 1: EIWISSION SOURCES AND IWODELLING 

A number of issues, were raised relating to emission sources and modelling. Specifically, 
appellants submitted that: 

• all emission points and sources should be addressed and monitored; • -J 
• an inventory of volatile organic compounds (VOC) emitted, or likely to be emitted, from ; 

the Refinery should be established; 
• the findings and recommendations in the then Department of Environment Cohsen/atibn's 

(DEC) Winter 2006 Study: Intensive Air Quality Inve^igatibns at Wagerup' (Winter Study) 
be part of the licence conditions; and 

• a nevy nieteorolpgipal ancj dispersjpn m study should be undertaken. 

Consideration / : ^l;^,^-.^ .̂ n̂ '̂. >r.AN /̂.-,A C-A"̂^̂^̂^̂  

fdentification and monitoring of emission points and sources 

Appellants submitted that all emission points and spurces should be identified in the licence 
and monitored to ensure a true and faptual i-eduction in emissions. Appellants also submitted 
that an Inventory of VPCs emitted, or likely to be emitted, from th^ Refinery §hoH|?j be 
established, with individual emission limits set for each of t 

It is noted that the issue of. identifying and regulating emission points was considered in the 
Appeal Convenor's reports for Appeal Numbers 315-323 of 2012 and Appeal Numbers 029.-
o63of2oi3. - y / . ^ / - - l i '.• 

In response to this ground, the DER advised that it considers the current licence to be 
comprehensive in regulating the key sources of emissions and discharges from the Refinery 
for the purposes pf preventing pollutipn or environmental harm and that it is not reasonable,, 
practical or necessary for all sources to be addressed or monitored. 
earlier advice contained in the Appeals Convenor's report for Appeal Numbers 628-0i63 of 
2013, that while not all emission and discharge points for any premises licenced under Part V 
of the EP Act, including the Refinery, will have specific regulatory conditions, no emission 
points shpuM be considered unlicensed. It is also noted that in providing this .advice, the DER 
committed to ongoing revisions of this licence as technology advances, and as further, 
information becomes available. 

It is noted that as part of the licence amendment in 2012, the then Department of Environment 
Conservation (DEC) requested the proponent to submit a plan to progress the outstanding 
CSIRO recommendations, listed In the CSIRO Wagerup Air Quality Review (2004), which are 
aimed to gain a greater understanding of the air quality surrounding the Refinery. The DER 
also requested that the proponent conduct odour and VOC monitoring and modelling which 
accurately reflects current operations, targeting VOC emissions. In this regard, both the DER 
and the proponent have advised that these matters are being progressed. Including a revision 
and review of the 2008 Wagerup Air Emissions Inventory through the implementation of the 
VOC and Odour Monitoring and Modelling Plan (VOC and Odour MMP). Further background 
on this plan Is outlined In the Appeals Convenor's report for Appeal Numbers 028-063 of 
2013. . , : 

It is understood that the VOC and Odour MMP will provide up to date understanding of current 
site-wide VOC and odour emissions to reflect site changes since 2008. It is also understood 
that four CSIRO recommendations have been presented to the Resolution Committee and 
two items in the VOC and Odour MMP have been addressed. Additionally, the VOC and 
Odour MMP assess updated data against the inputs into the current Wagerup Health Risk 
Assessment (HRA). 



Appeals against Conditions of Licence Approval L6217/1983/15 
Alcoa of Australia Ltd 

i; Appeals Convenor̂  Report 
Deceml5er2014 

Tiie proponent also advised ttiat the results of the VOC and Odour MMP will be available on 
Its website when completed. The proponent additionally noted that the results of all monitoring 
is docurnented within the Annual Environmental Report presented to the DER. 

Appellants questioned why the licence establishes total (weight) emissions for "aggregate" 
VOCs and also submitted that individual emission limits, being both total emissions (kg) and 
emission concentrations (ppm/ppb) should be established individually for the five VOCs 
identified in the licence. 

It is understood that the current licence requires the calculation of aggregate calciner priority 
VOC emissions for the purpose of compliance with quarterly and annua! VOC emissions limits 
(in kilograms) for calcination, it is also understood that the aggregate is based on priority 
VOCs from the sum of daily calciner emissions for each of the calciners 1, 2, 3 and 4'and 
from C1-3LW, multiplied by the relevant number of days. The DER advised that in the case 
of priority VOCs from calcination. Licence L6217/1983/15 requires the proponent to measure 
the concentration (ie mg/m )̂. As flow rate is simultaneously measured, the proponent is able 
to calculate and report emission rates (ie grams per second [g/s] or kilograms per year {kg/yr]) 
from which the aggregate calciner priority VOC emissions can be calculated. The DER further 
advised that it does not consider requiring the proponent to monitor- in parts per billion (ppb) or 
parts per million (ppm) to be an efficient means of estimating emissions as It does not take 
into account the flow rate. In addition, mass emission rates (in g/s) are required as an input to 
modelling assessments. Concentrations reported in g/s .can easily be converted into ppm or 
ppb if required. . :. 

Given the above, it is considered that there are a number of measures in place to adequately 
regulate and monitor emission points and sources, from conditions contained in Licence 
L62i7/1983/15, and through the VOC and Odour MMP which will lead to the revisipn and 
review of the 2008 Wagerup Air Emissions inventory. It is further noted that the,proponent is 
also continuing to implement outstanding CSIRO recommendations, and that the DERjCan^ 
require further particulars on each of the measures from the proponent as required. 

Winter study 2006'and meteorological and dispersion mod0ing^vdy^^ , 

Appellants submitted that the findings and recommendations in the then DEC 'Winter 2006 
Study: Intensive Air Quality Investigations at Wagerup' (Winter Study) should be part of the 
licence conditions. Appellants submitted that the proponent had not.followed through with 
commitments regarding this study. Appellants also submitted that a new meteorological and 
dispersion modelling study should be undertaken given the increased production which may 
lead to greater impact. 

It is noted that the DEC undertook a study in the winter of 2006 that focused on the science 
behind the movement of emission plumes at the Refinery and the types of weather conditions 
that could increase pollutant concentrations at ground level. This resulted in the report 
'Winter 2006 Study: Intensive Ail" Quality Investigations at Wagerup' (Winter Study) published 
by the DEC in 2008.. A factsheet titled 'Summary of Department of Environment and 
Conservation's report Winter 2006 Study: intensive Air Quality Investigations at Wagerup' was 
also published at that time which summarises the key findings and recommendations. There 
were six key findings and recommendations which are outlined on page 2 of the factsheet. 

The first two recommendations relate to the identification of all odour sources as part of an 
updated overall emission Identificationand reduction strategy and also a review of the odour 
emissions inventory. It is understood that the proponent is progressing these two 
recommendations (and recommendation five) through its VOC and Odour MMP. 



Appejrfs against Conditions of Licence Approval L6217/1983/15 
Alcoa of Australia Ltd 

Appeals Convenor's Report 
Dec6mt)er2014 

Recommendations ttiree and four relate to expansion of the weather monitoring network and 
complaints management processes respectively and it is understood that these are to be 
actioned. In its response to the appeals, the DER advised that the expansion of the 
proponent's weather monitoring network is important not just in relation to complaints 
management, but also.in a range of ongoing and future air quality monitoring and modelling 
studies. : ' •••• ••^•\^y •- •/•v: -j''>v 

Recommendation six provides, more generally, that the DEC (now DER) will continue to wori< 
with the proponent on technical studies aimed at addressing odour challenges at the Wagerup 
refinery, and It is noted that this is an ongoing measure.̂ ^ V : \

In relation to the weather monitoring station, the DER advised that it would not object to this 
ground of appeal being partly allowed to require the proponent to submit to the DER a planter 
the following: 

• install an expanded weather monitoring network, including the number, type, location and ^ 
other pertinent information; 

• a review of the complaints management and response procedures Incorporating additional 
weather monitoring data; and • ; -;r 

• timeframes for completion of these. 

In response, the proponent advised that extensive studies have been undertaken ph 
meteorological conditions and it considered that such a condition is not required as it has 
provided sufficient information on complex conditions leading to events associated yyith 
ppteritiaf community impacts. The proponent considers that the implementation of hew 
meteorological stations would be a repeat of previous programs of work arid that future 
investigations ishould focus on improving the understahding of the Wagerup Refinery 
Emissions Inventory, in this regard, and as noted above, the proponent advised that It is 
updating the Refinery Emissions Inventory via the VOC and Odour MMP. 

The proponent also advised that it has completed a 2014-2016 Environmental Improvement 
Plan (EIP) in consultation with the Stakeholder Refej-ence Group, which includes 
representatives from DER, local government and communjty members. The proponent 
advised that further objectives and actions will be documented within this EIP, one of which Is 
to review the recommendations of the Winter Study in consultation with the DER to assess 
practicable solutions, while taking jnto consideration the CSIRO's recommendations. In this 
respect, the proponent was of the view that findings of the data presented within the CSIRO 
recommendations should be taken Into consideration before any decisions are made on the 
need for additional meteorological stations. 

In regard to appellant submissions that a new meteorological and dispersion modelling study 
should be undertaken, it is also noted that Phase 5 of the VOC and Odour MMP, due to be 
completed in late 2014-early 2015, will: '̂ 

Update the 2008 Wagerup Refinery modelling presented to DEC in 2011 usirig TAPiW 4.02 
including: i-

- the additional sources (e.g. 26A blow-off and precipitation tanks) from the southern 
J: part of the Refinery; 

- emissions data acquired post 2008; and 
- low volume vent reduction project emissions {e.g. emission rates post - . 

implementation of the project). j. 
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Appeals against Conditions of Licence Approval L6217/1983/15 
Alcoa of Australia Ltd 

' Appeals Convenor's Report 
Oecemt)er2014 

It is also noted that The Air Pollution Model (TAPM) 4.0.2 was developed by CSIRO to assess 
the spread and impact of air pollution.̂  It is understood that the proponent must communicate 
the results of the revised VOC and odour modelling to the DER so it can assess the results, 
and that the results will be publicly available on the proponent's website. 

The proponent advised that in conjunction with the VOC and Odour MMP, two additional 
CSIRO recommendations have been completed, along with various studies related to the 
Wagerup Air Quality Review and the Environmental Review and Management Program 
(ERMP). The proponent advised that ^CSIRO recommendation 9, which related to an 
Escarpment Weather Station, involved the establishment of a surface meteorological station 
situated on the Darling escarpment to the east of the refinery for a two year period (operated 
between June 2005 and June 2007). The proponent advised that this report was reviewed by 
the then Technical Advisory Panel (TAP) and signed as complete in 2007. The proponent 
also advised that CSIRO i recommendation ^ 11 involved Upper Air" Meteorological 
measurements which were conducted in June and July 2003 arid from June 2006 to June 
2007, which provided information on the upper air profiles of temperature and wind at 
Wagerup for use in dispersion modelling and improved ̂  understanding of the air flows that 
prevail over the Wagerup region. It is understood that this report was reviewed by the TAP 
and ratified as completed in February 2007. The proponent noted that it is progressing CSIRO 
recommendation* 16 and will continue to review meteorological factors and dispersion 
processes that govern the frequency and Intensity of pollution events in areas surrounding 
Wagerup. • 

In considering this element of the ground of appeal, it is noted that investigations into the local 
meteorological and dispersion processes are continuing to be undertaken by Alcoa. The 
DER's advice that the proponent is progressing these investigations in a tirhely manner is 
noted. . 

It Is also noted that the proponent Is progressing the recommendations of the 2006 Winter 
Study through its 2014-2016 Environmental Improvement Plan and that is it continuing to 
progress its VOC and Odour MMP and the CSIRO recommendations. 

With respect to the need to install an expanded weather monitoring network it is noted that it 
Is open to the DER to amend the licence under section 59(2) of the EP Act, to include a 
requirement for the proponent to submit a plan to install an expanded weather monitoring 
network, and associated conditions, should this be assessed to be a necessary requirement 
in the future after consideration of the proponent's various reports which have been submitted 
to DER. 

Given the above, it is recommended that this ground of appeal be dismissed. 

GROUND 2: AIR QUALITY AND HEALTH 

A number of grounds were raised relating to the risks associated with emissions and the need 
for a health study. Specifically, the appellants submitted that: 

• polycyclic aromatic hydrocariaon (PAH) emissions must be reduced and research '• ''-̂  
undertaken to determine risks; 

• emissions of particulate matter (PM)2.s or less must be studied and reduced; ' 
• ^ uranium, thorium, radium and beryllium measurement and analysis from all sources must 

be part of licence conditions; and 
• a comprehensive health study must be undertaken. ^ -

' fittp://csiro.au/products/rAPM 
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Appeals against Conditions of Licence Approval l62WKiW5 
Alcoa of Australia Ltd 

Appeals Convenor's Report 
Oecemi)er2014 

Consideration- :•;;--.:.•.;/•. •• K--\-.r}-.-:-^'-r-.'-

Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbon Emissions ; - .:. - •; v v i : 

Appellants submitted that the proponent should be required to reduce its PAH emissions and 
undertake research to determine risk associated with;;these emissions. i> Appellants ;aiso 
submitted that the'Health Risk Assessment of Atmospheric Emissions Expansion of Wagerup 
Refinery to 4.7 .IVltpa, ENVIRON' (2005) (HRA), based its findings on only 27 chemicals, 
whereas the CSIRO Air Quality Review (2004) (CSIRO Review) of the Refinery identified 261 
chemical emissions and a further unidentifiable 10 chemicals. In summary, appellants are 
concerned about jjotential health risks associated with -PAH emissions, including 
carcinogenic, synergistic and cumulative properties when interacting with other compounds. 

In response to this ground of appeal the DER noted that the issues raised concern human 
and animalexposure to PAHs through physical contact and respiration. The DER noted that it 
does not have the expertise to provide advice on public health matters and this ground of 
appeal is largely within the scope of the Department pf Health (DoH).: 

The DER advised that limited measurements for PAHs were conducted as part Of the 
2002/2003 Wagerup Emissions Inventory, and that the proponent is currently revising and 
reviewing its emissions inventory as part of the VOC and Odour MMP. 

The DER noted that the Health Risk Assessment states that: 

A screening assessment of these compounds found that the 27 individual compounds, or 
groups of compounds considered in this assessment contributed oyer 93% of the acute Hi, 
over 86% of the chronic HI, and 100% Of the incremental carcinogenic risk calculated for the 
Pinjarra Refinery Efficiency Upgrade health risk evaluation at the maximally affected receptor 
(receptor 1) (Toxikos 2003). Based on the findings of the Pinjarra Refinery Efficiency Upgrade 
health risk evaluation (Toxikos 2003), the compounds considered in the Wagerup refinery 
screening assessment are expected to contribute the vast majority of the potential health risks. 

The DER further noted that many individual compounds may be grouped into classes of 
chemical compounds with similar structure and that this may account in part fortfie difference 
in numbers of 'chemicals' referenced in the different rejborts. The DER rioted that the ten 
unidentified chemicals highlighted in the CSIRO Review were compounds that were 
incorrectly named. It is understood that Recommendation 1 of the CSIRO Review, addressed 
this issue in part: 

That Alcoa should maintain a systematic database, (periodically updated) of all the chemicals 
being emitted to the atmosphere from the Ftefinery. 

It is also noted that a comprehensive database of all chemicals being emitted to the 
atmosphere from the Refinery was established in 2005. 

Emissions of PM2.S 

Appellants submitted that emissions of PM2.6or less from the Residue Disposal Areas (RDA) 
must be studied and reduced and that sources require closer monitoring and better oversight 
of control measures. , ^ 

It is noted that the issue of PM2,5 was considered by the Appeals Convenor in historical 
appeals for the Refinery. The Appeals Convenor's reports for Appeal Numbers 174-178 and 
186 of 2005 and also Appeal Numbers 007-056 of 2006 are relevant in this regard. 
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The proponent advised that as part of its environmental management systems, It regularly 
reviews the RDA dust management processes and practices to continuously improve dust 
containment measures at the residue area. It is understood that since 2007, the proponent 
has made improvements to its dust management processes and will continue to monitor the 
effectiveness of these changes and make further improvements as necessary. 

The proponent advised that: 

Ambient particulate monitoring has been conducted in the vicinity of the refinery and residue 
; area as part of long t«-m(yearrround-continuous) monitoring programs and short-term 

emission investigations. Total Suspended ̂ Particulates {TSP), iPM,o, PM^s and/ultra-fine (<:0,1. 
. ; • urn) particulate data have beenjCpilecjtedufidê ^̂ ^̂ ^ conditions. Monitoring 

programs have utilised both hjgh-volume samplers which .generally have produced 24-hour 
average concentration data and TEOM (Tapered Element Oscillating Microbaiance) monitors 

.• which produce short-term cpncentrâ ^̂  (typjcally 6 minute and l-hpur ayeragesj. 

• • The current arnbient dust monitoring program involves meiasuriement of TSP and PMio p̂  
fractions in the vicinity of the refinery and residue areas using high-volume samplers and 
TEOM's. The main purpose of the current dust monitoring network is to provide information to 
direct operational dust control processes and data for compliance monitoring. This program has 

. been in.pla<^ for a numberof.yestrsyvith,data reported annually in,fhe,,Annual.Envirpnmental 

Previous monitoring (March 2002 to March 2003) presented findings in the ERMP which found 
' that dust con<i»htratl6ns\A^enw^ belowthe NEPM PM2.5 

'•'̂  advisory repbttirig "standard Of 25 ug/m3 and concludes that the PMzs concentration in the 
vicinity of the Wagerup Refinery was low and appeared to be independent of refinery activities. 
From this monitoring it was considered that PM2.5 risk from the refinery Is not significant 

The proponent advised that further studies on dust for the residue areas will be finalised with 
the development of the CSIRO Resolution Committee in relation to Recommendation 5 of the 
CSIRO Review. 

Its noted that Recommendation 5 states that further studies of aerosols including fine particle 
concentrations, dust deposition, PAHs, and rainfall, and the chemical composition of these 
components be undertaken in a more comprehensive fashion. 

Heavy metal analysis 

Appellants submitted that the measurement and analysis of heavy metals such as uranium, 
thorium, radium arid beryllium from all Refinery sources, should be part of the licence 
conditions. Appellants were concerned that these substances are present in dust from the 
liquor burner and in high concentrations in dust leaving the Refinery's RDAs. 

The DER advised that heavy metals from the Refinery's RDA, including uranium, thorium and 
beryllium were analysed by the proponent as part of CSIRO Review Recommendation 6, 
which was endorsed by the Resolution Committee in May 2013. The DER also advised that 
heavy metal concentrations in the CSIRO Review were similar to blank filter papers and 
refinery background concentrations. ' ••.:::0^i.tfi iry>-

It is understood that the then DEC published another report, the Wagerup 2009 Air Quality 
Study (DEC 2011), which investigated odour events associated with episodes of poor air 
quality that occurred In the vicinity of the Refinery between 1 May and 2 October 2009. The 
study analysed the presence of heavy metals, including uranium and thorium, in Yarioop. It is 
ufkierstood that the study was reviewed by the DoH which did not raise any issues with the 
levels reported. 
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It is further understood that levels of heavy metals recorded in the study, including uranium 
and thorium, were low, and sat below a number of international ambient air standards. The 
DER noted that these results vare included in the report which is available on the DER's 
website. • L:--

The DER also noted that health guidelines usually consider chronic exposure (i.e. exposure 
for an entire year or longer), whereas exposure to emissions and dust events are influenced 
by meteorological conditions and may be intermittent. For example, the DER noted the 
appellant's statement that: "Beryllium, for example, is a serious contributor to cancer risk and 
other serious health Jssues known to be caused by that element, however, beryllium is no 
longer a-condition of Alcoa'^ licence'". In its Vespohse, the DER noted thiatberylliijrii analysis 
forms part of RDA dust mbnltoringrequiretneritssp^ 12 in 
Appendix A of Licence L6217/1983/15. ^ 

The proponent advised that although somes of the substances identified by the appellants 
have been analysed or detected from the liquor burner and RDA,,theyhaye,only been found 
at trace and ultra-trace levels (e.g. uranium <0.05 nanogram per cubic metre (ng/m )̂, thorium 

The proponent also advised that refinery emission levels of betylltum are exceedingly small, 
and also noted that beryllium Is one of the parameters to be measured in RDA dust under 
licence cpndltipn, A22 if a high volume sample): records a dust cpncentcajipn pver 100 
micrograms/m^ (p/m )̂. The proponent notedthat data on this paramete under 
CSIRO Recommendation 6 in 2013 with Ihe Recommendation concluding "[clontinulng to 
measure the dust levels at the licensed dust monitoring networi< around the RDAs as per 
current licence conditions will provide sufficient information to comprehensively characterise 
the effects of dust originating from Alcoa on the receiving environment". 

It is also noted that condition A27 regulates limits to air emissions from severar emission 
sources, such as the RDA. For the RDA, the proponent must never exceed >260î /m'total 
suspended particulates per day, and must not exceed 200 p/m f̂or more than 18 days of the 
licence year It Is further noted that the addition of diluting gases must not be used to achieve 
compliance with emissions limits. ' Vi 

It is also noted that Table 12 In Licence L6217/1983/15 requires the analysis and reporting of 
dust concentrations from the RDA where results greater than 100 [i/rxr are recorded. The 
DER can also direct that other sampling is undertaken as part of the requirements in this 
table.̂ ,., , . / . - . f ^ - ^ / - - ^ ^ ^ --r- r r ^ - ^ • ^ : - V 

Given the above, it is considered that the conditions under Licence L6217/1983/15, along with 
the ability of the DER to require further samples, provide adequate measures to regulate and 
manage heavy metal emissions from the Refinery. 

Health Studies : •• • -• 

Appellants submitted that a comprehensive health study should be undertaken, including past 
and present residents and that the study have a special focus on the number of people in the 
area that are most vulnerable (under 5 and over 70 years of age) to effects of pollution. The 
appellants submitted that health issues associated with chemical exposure were identified in 
the Wagerup and Surrounds Community Health Study (2008). v ^ 

It is noted that the Appeals Convenor's report for Appeal Numbers 315-323 of 2012 
considered similar grounds and the information contained in the report is relevant in this 
regard. ,, . ; ,;• 

Appeals Convenor's Report 
. Oecemt)er2014, 
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The proponent reiterated its advice provided in respect to the 2012 appeals (outlined in the 
abovementioned report) that the results of the HRA concluded that the potential for emissions 
from the Refinery to cause acute health effects is low, the potential for emissions from the 
Refinery to cause chronic non-carcinogenic health effects is very low, and the potential for 
emissions from the Refinery to contribute to the incidence of cancer .based on inhalation 
exposure Is belowthe US EPA de minimis threshold of one in a million at all of the residential 
receptors considered. • " •: i-i-^ .VM: ^ 

It is noted that the Refinery has been subject to a number of air quality investigations and that 
some of these studies are being presented as part of the CSIRO Recommendations, and that 
this information is shared with ^members of the Resolution Committee which includes the 
proponent, DER and Community Consultative Network members. The proponent advised that 
within the VOC and Odour MMP, it has committed to item seven which states: s 

: Assess the updated VOC model (from item #4) against ttie WagerupHealth Risk Assessment 
(HFRA inputs). Should there be any significant differences, consider the need to revise the HRA. 

. Results of the assessment against the HRA will be communicated to the DEC. 

The DER provided similar advice, confirming that if current emissions are significantly 
different to those, input into the HRA, the proponent \Ni\i revise the HRA, The DER also noted 
that the proponent committed to ongoing community health surveys (consistent with the 
methodology proposed in the ERMP for the Wageriip 3 proposal) in,consultation with the 
DOH (refer Appeal Numbers 008-056 of 2006). 

Noting the above, the previous consideration of this ground in Appeal Numbers 315-323 of 
2012, the proponent's progression of its VOC and Odour MMP which will assist In informing 
the need to undertake further health studies through updating the HRA and discussions with 
DER, it is recommended that this ground of appeal be dismissed. 

GROUND 3: REPORTING AND RECORD KEEPING 

An appellant raised concerns relating to conditions G4(a) to (c) of Licence L6217/1983/15. 

Condition G4(a) states that the licensee must record information regarding complaints about 
the environmental impacts of Refinery operations and Condition G4(a)(ii) makes reference to 
whether the 'complainant moved to the area before or after 1 July 2002'. 

The appellant was concerned that Condition G4(a)(ii) assumes complaints would be lodged 
only by local residents, may deter complaints, and Is otherwise Irrelevant. The appellant 
requested that this condition be deleted from the licence. ^̂ v̂ ,̂ ;̂;̂ ^̂ . ^ D 

The appellant also submitted that Condition G4(b) should be amended to require Alcoa to 
publish complaints data in 77je West Australian and South Western Times, In addition to local 
newspapers to ensure the broader State populace is aware of Refinery complaints statistics. 

The appellant also sought an amendment of condition G4(c) to require Alcoa to provide to an 
inspector the full details of complaints received so that the Inspector can verify those details. 

Consideration 

Conditions G4(a) to (c) of Licence L6217/1983/15 relate to Complaints Reporting for the 
Monitoring Program under Section 2.(Reporting and Record Keeping Requirements). 

it is understood that Condition G4(a)(ii) was Included as part of a licence amendment in 2004 
and was intended to identify if people new to the area, were experiencing concerns post July 
2002, which is after the Implementation of a number of major air emission reduction projects. 
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In response to this ground of appeal, the DER advised that there had been significant 
changes to the Refinery since 2002 and given the passage of time, there was likely to be little 
ongoing value in the collection pf this information. 

In relation to Condition G4(b), which requires the proponent to publish complaints data in a 
newspaper local to the Yarioop community, the appellant contends that the wider community 
should be aware of complaints data for the Refinery. In response to this ground of appeal, the 
DER advised that it had not observed broader community interest in the activities of the 
Refinery beyond those who reside in the surrounding areas or those who are affiliated with 
the Community Alliance for Positive Solutions Inc. It did not consider that complaints statistics 
for the Refinery are a matter of State significance or interest that warrant wider broadcast. 

It is noted that Condition G4(b) requires the proponent to submit a monthly summary of 
complaints data, and Condition G1(iv) requires an annual summary of complaints and 
complaints analysis to be reported annually. It is understood that interested members of the 
public can apply to the DER to obtain these records. It is also noted that the DER advertises 
all applications for licences and vi/orks approvals iri The West Australian for community input. 

In relation to the appellatit's request that Condition G4(c) is amended to make full details of 
complaints received available, .the DER advised that coniplainants have the right to ahonymily 
ahd such a requirement may unintentionally discourage public reporting of comfrfaintsi If Is 
also noted that that there ate powers under the EP Act for Inspectors to require the provisloh 
of information and documents for the purposes of investigating compliance under the EPAci If 
necessary. 

For the reasons outlined above, it Is recommended that Conditions G4(b) and G4(c);; aire not 
amended and that Condition G4(a)(ii) is deleted. ^^ v - ; ̂  ; 

OTHER MATTERS . , s . , . . 

Production Limit and Wagerup 3 

A number of appellants submitted that production should be reduced to the 2005 level of 2.35 
Mtpa until the 42 conditions set out in MinisterialStatement 728 are met. An appellant also 
submitted that the licence should not be reissued until all 42 conditions had been met. 

The proposed Wagerup 3 expansion proposal is not an element of Licence L6217/1983/15 
and therefore concerns raised are not considered to be appeal grounds in the context of this 
investigation. As outlined in the background of this report, Mcoa is not required to comply with 
the conditions contained in Ministerial Statement 728 until it commences with the expansion 
proposal. 

With regard to the production limit In Licence L6217/1983/15, it is noted that under Sectlwi 3 
(Air Pollution Control - General Measures for the Purpose of Minimising Pollution), an annual 
production limit of 2.65 Mtpa and a daily production limit of 8400 tonnes has been set. The 
production limit was increased from 2.6 Mtpa to 2.65 Mtpa in August 2012 by amendment to 
Licence L6217/1983/14. The amendment was subject to appeals which were dismissed by. 
the Minister for Environment on 5 August 2013. The Appeals Convenor's report for Appeal 
Numbers 315-323 of 2012 considered a range of grounds in relation to the increase in 
production and also broadly discussed issues raised in relation to Wagemp 3. This report Is 
published on Office of the Appeals Convenor's website. 
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Noise Emissions • - ' % -

Some appellants raised concerns relating to noise from associated heavy rail traffic and 
industrial noise emissions from the Refinery. 

It is noted that noise emissions w/ere considered in the Appeals Gommittee report for Appeal 
Numbers 050-060 of 2012 for appeals lodged against the Environmental Protection (Wagerup 
Alumina Refinery Noise Emissions) Approval 2012. The approval authorised the proponent to 
exceed standard prescribed noise levels at the Refinery, subject to conditions. " = i. 

The Appeals Committee noted in Its report that the EP Reguiations applies only to 'stationary' 
noise sources and that noise from 'moving' sources are not covered by the Regulations. It is 
also noted that the rail line is outside the prescribed premises applicable to the licence subject 
to these appeals and therefore concerns raised are not Considered to be appeal grounds in 
the context of this investigation. i • t 

Following the Minister's determination of Appeal Numbers 050-060 of 2012, an amended 
approval. Environmental Protection (Wagerup Alumina Refinery Noise Emissions) 
Amendment Approval 2013 was published in the Government Gazette on 10 December 2013. 
A number of new conditions were included in the amended approval, in accordance with the 
Appeals Committee's findings and the Minister's determination. It Is noted that further 
amendments to correct coordinates contained in the approval were published in the 
Government Gazette on 14 November 2014. Further information on the conditions is detailed-
in the Appeals Committee's report, published on Office of the Appeals Convenor's website. 
The amended approval Is available from the State Law Publishers website at 
www.slp.wa.qov.au. 

Self-regulation 

Appellants submitted that proponent should not be allowed to self-regulate and that an 
Independent regulator should be appointed and have the power to access sites and make 
inspections with minimal prior notice, subject to safety considerations. 

While this concern is not an element of Licence L6217/1983/15 and therefore not considered 
to be appeal grounds in the context of this investigation, advice was received from the DER. 
The DER advised that it administers environmental legislation pursuant to Part V of the EP Act 
and its Inspectors, appointed under s88 of the EP Act, that have the necessary powers of 
entry to industrial sites such as the Refinery to undertake inspections. Within reason, the DER v 
is not required to provide prior notice of an inspection. - - . iarlt 

The proponent also provided advice, noting that it is regulated independently by a number of 
government agencies. Including DER, the Department of Mines and Petroleum and the 
Department of Water, and others. It noted that it contracts out all environmental monitoring to 
NATA certified independent sampling laboratories to provide Independence in monitoring , 
performance. - p*?-

Establishment of a Techrvcal Advisory Panel 

An appellant sought for the establishment of a Technical Advisory Panel (TAP), as noted in 
the Appeals Convenor's report for Appeal Numbers 315-323 of 2012. 

The Minister's appeal determination for Appeal Numbers 315-323 of 2012, dated 5 August 
2013, noted that the DER would review and provide feedback to the proponent regarding 
several requirements in relation to completion timeframe, odour and air monitoring plan and 
successful implementation of a VOC reduction project. 
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The Minister understood that a new TAP would be created and composed of community 
members, representatives from the DER and the proponent, and will address questions 
around emissions from the Refinery, and note the requirement for an independent expert to 
be consulted with on a case-by-case basis. 

in its response to this matter, the DER has advised that a panel was initially established to 
provide advice to the Wagerup Tripartite Group (WTG) on the proponent's progress and 
completion of the recommendations in the report Wagerup Air Quality Review, CSIRO 2004. 
The DER noted that the WTG was dissolved by the then Minister for Environment in 2010, 
causing the disbandment of the TAP. 

The DER advised that as an outcome of the amendment to Licence L6217/1983/14 issued on 
17 May 2012, the then DEC requested that the proponent revise its commitment to the 
progression of the remaining eight CSIRO Review Recommendations and submit a timeframe 
by 30 November 2012. - • > 

In this regard, the DER noted that the proponent consulted with the Wagerup Community 
Consultative Network (CCN) and submitted a proposal to the DEC on 30 November 2012 to 
establish a Resolution Committee to fulfil its commitment to complete the outstanding CSIRO 
recommendations. ; 

The DER advised that the CCN is an open public forum with upcoming meetings advertised in 
the local newspaper, the Harvey Waroona Reporter. The DER also noted that any community 
member can attend CSIRO Air Quality "Recommendation presentations and volunteer to 
participate in the Resolution Committee review process. The DER was satisfied that the 
Resolution Committee review process fulfils the Minister for Environment's understanding, as 
documented in the determination for Appeal Numbers 315-323 of 2012, that a new TAP would 
be established, composed of community members, representatives from tlie DER, the 
proponent, and with independent consultants engaged where necessary. 

Licence application procedural matters ' L 

An appellant was concerned that the submission made on the licence application had not 
been considered. An appellant was also concerned that there were delays in providing details 
of the licence and the appeal procedure. 

While these concerns are not elements of Licence L6217/1983/15 and therefore not 
considered to be appeal grounds in the context of this investigation, advice was received from 
the DER. The DER advised that 51 submissions were received during the advertised 21 day 
comment period for the licence application, including a submission from the appellant. It is 
understood that the DER considered all submissions and documented its findings against 
each submission point. 

With regard to the issuing of the licence, the DER advised that, In accordance with statutory 
requirements under the EP Act, Licence L6217/1983/15 was advertised in the West Australian-^^ 
newspaper on 11 November 2013, notifying the public of its right of appearand providing 
contact details for the Office of Appeals Convenor. It is noted that the DER publishes a copy 
of its advertisements in the West Australian on its website (www.der.wa.gov.au). 

It is understood that the DER notified the Community Alliance for Positive Solutions Inc. by 
email on 11 November 2013 that the licence had been issued and provided a link to DER's 
website. . . - . - - * -. . 
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Thte DER advised ttiat on 15 November 2013 and on 20 November 2013, it also provided 
details of its consideration of submissions, a link to the issued licence and details of appeal 
rights to those that made submissions. 

Whole of Government consideration of issues ' . 

An appellant advised that in October 2004, the Standing Committee on Environment and 
Public Affairs tabled their Report 11 into Alcoa Wagerup Refinery in the Legislative Council. 
The appellant submitted that there has been a failure to create a coordinated approach across 
government, including health, planning, and environment, to regulate issues prompted by 
Refinery emissions and the characteristics of the receiving environment. 

The appellant sought for collaboration between the Ministers for Environment, Health and 
Planning to provide whole of government oversight of increase in dally production limits prior 
to implementation, including a baseline health survey and a land management package for a 
buffer zone, which includes recognition of unique meteorological effects of the proximity of the 
Darling escarpment. 

It is noted that the comments relating to a baseline health survey and buffers are relevant to 
Ministerial Statement 728 and the EPA's Report and Recommendations contained in Bulletin 
1215 for thei proposed Wagerup 3 expansion to 4.7 Mtpa. -

While these concerns are not elements of Licence L6217/1983/15 and therefore not 
considered to be appeal grounds in the context of this investigation, advice was received from 
the DER on these concerns. The DER noted that the appellant raises issues that point to the 
need for whole of government strategic management to resolve the complex Inter-relatlonship 
of environmental, social and economic issues, at the Refinery and within the local community. 
It is considered that while the issues raised are beyond the scope of the Part V licencing 
process, where necessary, the Minster for Environment can seek advice from the Ministers for 
Health and Planning and respective government agencies. 

In relation to recognising the unique meteorological effects of the proximity of the Darling 
escarpment, refer to Ground 1. 
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ReC<»flMENDATION 

Taking into account the above, it is recommended the appeals be partis% alk}wed m 
accordance with the following recommendation: 

* €l^esito-dat^p)fromconditk)nG4(a). ' -jer^. - -^f 

It is <^herwlse oonskiered that the licence condttkms applied by the DER are appro|:Hiate and 
ttiat tt)e trther grcHKKte (rfaf^jeal shouW therefore be dismissed. 

In readitng tNs condusion, tire concerns raised in the appeals against the licence are 
ad<nov\4edged. Given the studies and reviews currently being undertaken, It Is noted ttiat it is 
open to the E)ER to amerxt the licence in the future if found to be necessary after assessingj 
furttierBtfomiation. - . ; - . - ,^* mi'-^.,^" - ^- -CHB^^* 

K^y Faulkner 
APPEALS CONVENOR .< * >• 

Prepared by: 
Golnar Nablzad^ ^3peate Assessor 


